[Start of video RLSA ads Part 2 Tutorial Video for RLSA ads]
[Beginning of recorded material]
Jace Vernon: Hey guys, it’s Jace over here at Yinc marketing and we are going to go
into part two of the RLSA ads series. So, if you haven’t seen Part 1 yet, you might
want to jump over there and take a look at the Part 1 video, where we discuss what
is an RLSA ad and what is the difference between an RLSA ad and a standard
remarketing display ad. Real quickly; if you’re not going to go watch that an RLSA ad
is remarketing list for search ads. Okay. It’s a little different.
So, I’m going to show you how to actually set one up. So, jump over here to my
dummy campaign and right now I am going after certain keywords. So, this is in your
Ad Words account. If you don't have an Ad Words account, you need to have one. If
you don't really know what a search campaign is, you better learn what one is so you
can set this up. So, right now I'm going after YouTube agencies, YouTube for
business YouTube business, so you can see my keywords. Well, if anyone goes to
my website for these keywords, well I'm going to cookie them. Okay. Now, when I
cookie them what happens is I can start running them display ads. But this is a little
bit different. I'm not going to run them display ads. What I want to do is make sure
that if they Google any of my other keywords that I’m going to bid higher; that I’m
going to increase my bid on those keywords, because I want to be at the top. I know
they're interested, I know they’re shopping I know they’ve seen my website and
they’ve been there and so if they search any of my keywords, I want to make sure
I'm popping up on number one spot in the search campaign. Got it?
So, click over here on audiences. Okay, you’ll see I don’t have any. I’m just going
after search. You can add your audience here. Let’s pick the YouTube marketing
company. We’re going to go to Add Interest and Remarketing- Remarketing lists.
There is a bunch of remarketing lists. We’re going to go Home Page Visitors. So,
once I have those added in I’m just going to click save. Then, here is the thing; you
want to increase your bid by 10-40%. Okay. If you're just starting out, don't get too
crazy. Just say, “Hey, I’m going to increase my bid by 20%, 10%. I’m going to
increase my bid here by 10%.” Now, that’s pretty simple to do. All you did was jump
on one of your search campaigns. Then you went ahead and added these audiences
up top. So, you click on audiences and you start adding your remarketing audiences.
And there are so many different remarketing audiences that you can create. You
should be collecting everything you can about your visitors.
Okay. Now, if you’re not getting any impressions then you can go back here and
increase this up to 20%. So, you’re just saying Google if they come back and search
any of these keywords; so if they’ve already visited my site and they search any of
these keywords, I want to make sure I'm biding up to the top page or number one
spot, because I want to be seen. Now, something else that you can do with this,
which I screwed up the first time I did it is you can create a whole other campaign.

With a whole other campaign you're able to target like your competitors. You can
target people; you can really get a dedicated message and let me show you what I
mean. So let's assume; let’s go back here into Add groups. I’m going to create a
whole other campaign and I’m going to show you a big difference on this. So, let’s go
Search Network. There's a key, that’s going to save you a lot of money, because the
first time I set up this RLSA ads I blew $100 in almost 5 minutes on nothing. They
were actually junk sites and it was kind of a screw up, but at the same time Google
does not explain nor they got out there and really said hey, you guys- like they’ve
done no really good tutorials, I guess it’s what I’m trying to say. I could not find
anything, hence the reason I'm doing this tutorial.
So, I’m going to call these RLSA video ads. I’m going to do all features. I don't like to
do anything off of the search network. United States is good. I'm actually just going
to go United States. And just teasing, I like Canada. Okay, the manual CPC is fine.
We’re going to change this in a second. I’m going to go my default bid $3, budget go
$100 per day. Now you can do all your site link extensions, which you should do.
Add in all your... So, add these in. Now, I’m going to come back and do all this so I
don't have; I do it here, so I don’t waste your guys’ time.
Okay, so basically what I’ve done is you have to go in here and create an ad. Now
remember I am going after my competitors, so this is just a remarketing campaign
that’s going to focus- a remarketing search campaign that’s going to focus on my
competitor’s keywords. Okay. You can see, kind of the ad that I created here said
“Shame On You. Wrong Company”, because I know that they just search for
somebody else’s business, and they’ve been to my site. Okay. So, if I know they
visited my site, well I'm willing to kind of go out on a limb and do a call out on the
actual ad. So, it’s just a little different. It’s not just going to say Video marketing
company. I’m talking to them directly like “hey, what are you doing searching for
another company?” Got it?
So, you go down here, and now in this one you can be broader. Okay, once again
we’re targeting people who have already been to our site. So, normally I would put
quotes, I’d put brackets, just because I want nothing but phrase match or exact
match. But I don’t have to do that here. I’m just going to put video marketing
company; video marketing agency- now obviously I’m going to go all the way down
through here. Normally, I never do this. I don't just let them pick my keywords for me.
I'm pretty strict with what I allow Google to do, but for the sake of time we’re just
going to throw those in. Okay. Now, obviously after I increase my bid if I want to go
after these, here is the key. This will cost you a lot of money, if you don't do it, if you
don't do it quickly. Like right now, Google can turn around and just start throwing
these ads up, because I haven’t added my audience. If you go in here to your
audience and say, okay, I’m going to add now my RLSA ads. So, I’m going to go
down here and say okay, I want all website visitors- you have to have 1000 or more.
Like I said, this is kind of your dummy account be the way. I’m going to leave that red
like that.

Now, here is- I jumped over. I’m going to go back so I can show you how to get
there. Down here there’s something that says Bid only, or Target and Bid. If you
create your campaign on its own, you have to select Target and Bid. If you hit Bid
only, your budget is going to be blown on a bunch of junk keywords, because you
know how we went broader on our keywords, we’re a lot more broader than we
normally should. Well, if you don’t click Bid Only, Target and Bid Only, you’re going
to show up for everything. So, you're basically, when you click this you're telling
Google, hey Google, they have to search my keywords, but on top of that they have
to be on my list. Okay. If they’re not on my list, you don’t show them the ad. So, it’s
just a really good way to know that you’re target now.
Now, obviously my keyword that I chose was video marketing, bit on top of that this
is for my competitors’ keywords. So, I’m going to go back in here and put all my
competitors: pixability... Let me think. Well, first off what I’m going to do is grab all
these guys’ video explainer. Copper fish media, Brand the global. So, I just go over
here in- going everywhere. Copper fish media video explainers, Epipheo studios,
Pixability... I just know some of these. I’ll go down and put a list of probably 50 of my
competitors. Got it? And I save that. You need to go back and you see I underbid all
of these keywords. I need to go back and actually adjust all the bids.
Okay. So, I hope that helps. That is a simple tutorial on RLSA ads. Remember you
will waste a lot of money especially if you’re over here on your search. If you do not
click, like on your standard search one, your audience right here you can adjust your
bid to increase it. Now, you can see my targeting settings are Bid Only. That's okay,
because the keywords that I'm using are extremely restrictive. I'm not just going after
YouTube. Like if I just put the word YouTube there, I would show up, I mean my
budget would be blown in a matter of minutes. Okay.
So when you create your own search ad, you're not going off of one you've already
built. When you're developing your own like this one over here on the left hand side,
remember your target settings need to be Target and Bid. That means it has to
match both your keywords and be in your audience. I hope that helps. Like I said, I
wasted money on when I first did this.
So, if you have any questions, always reach out to us yincmarketing.com. Send us
an email jace@yincmarketing.com. We’ll be happy to help me. In the meantime you
can check out our other videos. We do a lot with video ads, and we especially focus
on video marketing. So Gmail video ads in the in stream in display and display, all
those things that can just help you get a higher ROI on your investment when it
comes to video ads. Okay. Thanks for listening. Talk to you later.

[End of recorded material]

